
CASE STUDY.

Unitemps provided two staff members with laboratory experience on
variable hours contacts, enabling the business to develop their
services and increase their capacity during a busy period.
Additionally, it provided the students with fantastic industry
experience, giving them an opportunity to apply their academic
learning, increasing their employability skills and developing their
career prospects.

'We have been very
pleased with the two
laboratory workers
provided by Unitemps.
One was so exceptional
and made such a
significant contribution
to the business, we
awarded him a
certificate of excellence
and hope he will join us
on the completion of his
degree.'

ZEAB THERAPEUTIC

Unitemps contacted Zeab Therapeutic about their business need,
detailing the support available- in particular, the recruitment of
sciences students with laboratory experience from Canterbury Christ
Church University. Due to the uncertainty of future demand, it was
crucial that staff employment dates could be easily amended and
adapted from week to week. Given this requirement, Unitemps
offered a flexible approach through their temporary staffing solution.
Once agreed with the client, Unitemps began the recruitment and
selection process, providing suitable students to the client prior to an
onsite interview. 

Based at Discovery park alongside Canterbury Christ Church
University's industry liaison labs, an academic colleague informed
Unitemps that Zeab Therapeutic were seeking laboratory assistants to
increase their testing capability, having expanded their offer during
the covid-19 pandemic. 

A C T I O N /  B E N E F I T S

BACKGROUND

R E S U L T S

A company whose mission is to undertake life science
research for development of drugs and therapies for diseases.

If you would like to know

more about this and

understand how Unitemps

can support your

organisation, please do not

hesitate to get in contact:

Linkedin.com/company/cccu-connect www.canterbury.ac.uk/business

Unitemps@canterbury.ac.uk 

-Bene Ekine-Afolabi 
Founder & CEO
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